Runaway Pale Ale (4.7%)
Crisp, bright, refreshing Pale Ale packed full of new world hops,
with pink grapefruit particularly evident on the nose and palette.
The combination of hops including Citra and Mosaic give a lingering
but tempered bitter finish.

Runaway IPA (5.5%)
Golden, tropical flavoured IPA with a distinct malt backbone,
creating a hop driven but well balanced beer. Hints of passion fruit,
lychee and lime.

Runaway American Brown Ale (5.7%)
Malty brown ale with caramel / coffee notes, and hints of sweet,
summer fruit on the nose. A complex bitter finish is provided by the
big flavour of US hops.

Runaway Smoked Porter (6.0%)
Rich, full bodied Porter with a subtle, sweet smoky aroma thanks to
the famous smoked malt from Bamberg, Germany. The malt driven
character is balanced by a spicy dark fruit aroma from the Bullion
and Willamette hops.

Runaway Märzen lager (5.4%)
Brewed using German malt, hops and yeast to create a classic malt
driven, lager, full of fruity notes and a hint of residual sweetness
amongst all those Noble hops. Our take on a European classic.

Runaway Gingerbread Stout (6.2%)
Rich, full bodied, sweet stout, brewed with root ginger, cloves and
cinnamon to give a subtle but seasonal twist. The dark roasted
flavours of the malt are balanced by the sweetness of the spicing
and the biscuit character of the yeast, oats and wheat. This beer
showcases the great flavour of traditional British malt.
Winter Only

Runaway Rye IPA (5.9%)
Full flavoured, stone fruit filled IPA with a spicy Rye twist. Brewed
using a heap of US, Antipodean and UK hops to give a mix of
peach, nectarine and melon aromas and strong, distinct bitterness balanced by the spicy Rye and hint of residual sweetness from the
pale British malts.

Runaway Summer Saison (4.2%)
Light, dry, spritzy summer saison brewed with traditional Belgian
farmhouse yeast and European hops, which provide a subtle citrus
finish to the beer. Our saison is heavily influenced by the speciality
yeast, which gives the beer a fruity, lightly spiced, refreshing
character; perfect for mid - late summer.

Runaway Double IPA (7.2%)
Full bodied and intensely hopped IPA, with a sweet malty backbone
typical of this classic US style. The US and antipodean hops provide
a punchy, fruit driven flavour and a satisfying, dry bitter finish. The
crystal malts give the beer some subtle sweetness to help balance
the high alpha bitterness of the hops. Despite the higher alcohols, a
deceptively drinkable beer.

Find us on twitter : @RunawayBrewery
Or online : www.TheRunawayBrewery.com

